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Poland Payment Survey: 
Shortened delays 
but challenging outlook

The fourth edition of Coface’s 
survey on payment experiences 
in  Po land was carr ied out 
i n  D e c e m b e r  2 0 1 9  w i t h 
300 companies participating in 
the study. The payment survey 

investigated businesses’ payment behaviour, 
which mirrors both the short-term economic 
situation and the more structural business 
environment. In 2019, Poland’s GDP growth 
reached 4.1%, which  was admittedly a 
slowdown after 5.1% recorded in 2018.  
Coface anticipates GDP growth in Poland to 
continue to slow, expected at 3.3% in 2020. 
A favourable macroeconomic environment 
has created supportive conditions for 
businesses in previous years. However, the 
extent of the COVID19 outbreak knock-on 
eff ects remains to be observed, notably on 
trade partners, and could further impact the 
economic perspective in Poland. Despite a 
further slowdown of GDP growth, 50% of 
companies expected their profitability to 
rise in the short-term (10% of companies 
expected their profitability to remain at 
the current level) in the survey conducted 
end 2019. At that time, an improvement 
in sales was expected in the texti le-
clothing, automotive, and energy sectors. 
Conversely, the pharmaceuticals, metals, 
and construction sectors forecasted lower 

sales in the coming months. According to 
the survey, 10 out of the 12 sectors anticipate 
that the amount of outstanding receivables 
were likely to decrease in the following 
months.

Since the textile-clothing and automotive 
sectors are among the ones that are 
expected to suff er most from the COVID19 
spillover effects at a global level, with 
signifi cant value chains disruptions as a lot 
of plants closed in China, epicenter of the 
global outbreak.  Thus, the aforementioned 
pos i t ive perspect ive ant ic ipated by 
companies in the survey at the end of last 
year could be somewhat less important if 
they had responded to the survey nowadays, 
in a context of global sanitary crisis. 

According to our analysis, sales on credit 
are made extensively, with all surveyed 
companies having written terms and 
condit ions for  th is  purpose.  98% of 
businesses continue to face payment 
delays. During 2019, outstanding receivables 
decreased but only slightly. Our study shows 
that Polish companies experience average 
payment delays of 57.2 days, i.e. nearly 
3 days less than in our previous survey in 
2018 (in our latest Germany Payment Survey1

average payment delays reached 35.5 days 
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1
  PAYMENT TERMS3: 
TRANSPORT AND CONSTRUCTION 
DISPLAY THE MOST GENEROUS CREDIT PERIODS

Source: Coface Payment Survey

Chart 1: 
Average credit periods

•  Short credit periods dominate the Polish business 
landscape: half of the surveyed companies impose 
average credit periods of up to 30 days.

•  Compared to our previous survey4, credit periods 
exceeding 60 days decreased slightly. The largest 
decrease - of 1.3 percentage points - was reported 
in the 91 to 120 days range.

•  Average credit periods decreased by 0.3 days, 
from 47.3 days in 2018 to 47.0 days in 2019.

2  Coface Turkey Payment Survey 2019: Better picture in payment terms but companies are still cautious regarding economic 
prospects, January 2020: http://coface.com/News-Publications/Publications/Turkey-Payment-Survey-2019-better-picture-
in-payment-terms-but-companies-are-still-cautious-regarding-economic-prospects 

3 Payment term – the time frame between when a customer purchases a product or service and when the payment is due.
4  Coface Poland Payment Survey 2019: Robust economic growth has not eliminated payment delays, March 2019:

http://coface.com/News-Publications/Publications/Poland-Payment-Survey-2019-Robust-economic-growth-has-not-eliminated-
payment-delays

•  In a sectorial split, the most restrictive sectors 
(those with a majority of sales on short credit 
periods of up to 30 days) are textile-clothing 
(82%), automotive (74%), agri-food (71%), and 
energy (67%).
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in the transport sector 
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in the course of one year
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and in our latest Turkey Payment Survey2 they 
equaled  40.7 days for domestic sales and 58.1 
days for export sales). The agri-food sector fares 
the best, with payment delays of “just” 36 days. 
The biggest improvement in shortening delays 
was reported by the transport sector (18 days 
shorter than in 2018). Despite that, transport and 
construction companies again experienced the 
longest payment delays, at nearly 122 and 104 
days respectively. The highest increase in the 
payment delay period was recorded by the metals 
sector (an increase from 53 to 66 days).
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Chart 2: 
Hypothetical credit periods (days)

Chart 4: 
Expected developments in credit periods, 
by size of companies’ counterparties

Source: Coface Payment Survey

Source: Coface Payment Survey

Chart 3: 
Average credit periods in sectors

Credit periods in Poland 
ranged from 25 days in 
textile-clothing to 86 days 
in construction in 2019.

Source: Coface Payment Survey

•  Sectors that are the most generous in off ering 
long average credit periods include transport 
(50% with credit periods of more than 90 days), 
metals (50%) and construction (38%). 7 out 
of 12 sectors reported a lengthening of credit 
periods compared to the previous survey. 
The biggest extension was reported by the 
metals sector.

•  59% of businesses in Poland expect that credit 
periods will not change in the next six months. 
This applies principally to small- and medium-
sized clients. By contrast, credit periods granted 
to large clients are expected to increase (60% of 
surveyed companies anticipate such an increase).
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•  Payment delays appear to be standard practice in 
Polish business. Only 1.7% of surveyed companies 
declared that they do not have any payment 
delays from their counterparts.

•  Average payment delays reached 57.2 days, which 
is nearly 3 days shorter than reported in the 
previous survey.

•  56% of surveyed companies experienced average 
payment delays of up to 60 days. Delays between 
60 and 150 days were reported by 26%, and 
long delays of above 150 days were declared by 
almost 6%6. Compared to the previous survey, the 
share of long delays has decreased: payments 
made more than three months after the original 
due date were experienced by around 22% of 
companies, down from 38%. The economic 
acceleration and solid demand since 2017 
supported the improvement of companies’ 
payment liquidity.

2  9 OUT OF 10 COMPANIES 
EXPERIENCED PAYMENT DELAYS IN 20195

Chart 5: 
Average payment delays (days)

Chart 6: 
Average payment delays in sectors

Source: Coface Payment Survey

5 Payment delay – the period between the payment due date and the date the payment is made.
6 The remaining part (10%) declared themselves unaware of the exact delay of their receivables.

Source: Coface Payment Survey
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Chart 7: 
Expected developments in outstanding receivables, 
by size of companies’ counterparts

Chart 8: 
The most eff ective action in the case of non-payment

Source: Coface Payment Survey

Chart 9: 
Expected changes in the size of outstanding receivables over 
the next six months (fi gures in balance points)

Source: Coface Payment Survey

Source: Coface Payment Survey

•  On a sectorial level, the longest payment 
delays were experienced by the transport and 
construction sectors, at an average of 121.7 days 
and 104.2 days, respectively. 5 sectors reported 
reduced delays compared to 2018, whereas 
7 sectors saw extensions. The highest increase 
of payment delay periods was recorded by 
the metals sector (an extension by nearly 
13 days). The deterioration in metals was already 
highlighted by a downgrade of Coface’s sector 
risk assessment for Poland –�Metals�– from medium 
to high risk. The shortest delays were reported by 
the agri-food sector (35.5 days).

•  Long payment delays of more than six months 
account for a sizeable share of companies’ 
turnover. They have slightly increased in the 
last year: these overdue payments represent 
more than 10% of turnover for 16% of surveyed 
companies compared to 15% in a previous report 
(before that, it reached 18% in 2018 and 21% 
in 2017).

•  Due to the lack of payments, companies have 
had to take action against debtors. Third party 
services (such as debt collection and external 
lawyers) were the most eff ective (as indicated 
by 47% of companies). Internal resources for 
monitoring and debt collection were used by 33% 
of companies, while arbitration and mediation 
actions were resorted to relatively rarely (11% of 
companies).

•  The level of outstanding receivables is expected 
to stabilize: 49% of the surveyed companies do 
not expect to see changes in the next six months. 
Among the remaining 51%, a greater share of 
companies (35%) expects to see a decline in 
outstanding receivables, compared to those who 
forecast an increase (16%). At the same time, 33% 
anticipate a growing number of payment delays 
from larger clients, while 30% expect no change.

•  Examining the results by sector, the ones 
where the steepest falls in payment delays over 
the next six months are expected to include 
textile-clothing, metals, and energy. In the 
pharmaceuticals sector, 53% of companies expect 
that payment delays will remain at the current 
level with a minor remaining share expecting 
an increase. The extension of payment delays 
in the next six months is anticipated mostly by 
the transport sector. Precisely, one-third of the 
respondents expect payment delays to increase, 
23% believe they will decrease.

Payment delays in 
the metals sector increased 
by 13 days in one year.
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3   ECONOMIC EXPECTATIONS: 
SALES COULD STABILIZE

•  Optimistic assessments have been made 
regarding the perspectives for profitability of 
companies. 50% of surveyed companies expect 
their profi tability to rise in the next six months 
(compared to 52% in the previous survey), whereas 
40% anticipate that it will decrease. Regarding 
sales volumes, 31% of companies expect them to 
increase, while 30% of businesses expect a drop. At 
the time of writing, Poland is not directly impacted 
by the COVID19 outbreak, and it appears that 
the concern at the moment within the business 
community is not the same than in other countries, 
notably in Western Europe. Given the negative 
shock that the sanitary crisis represents for the 
global economy outlook, entrepreuneurs could 
have been less optimistic in their answers if the 
survey would have been conducted in early 2020.

•  On the sectorial front, an improvement in sales 
was expected particularly by the textile-clothing, 
automotive, and energy sectors in the survey led at 
end 2019. Since the textile-clothing and automotive 
sectors, are among the ones that are expected to 
suff er most from the COVID19 spillover eff ects at a 
global level, with signifi cant value chains disruptions 
as a lot of plants closed in China, epicenter of the 
global outbreak.  Thus, the aforementioned positive 
perspective anticipated by companies in the survey 
at the end of last year could be somewhat less 
important if they had responded to the survey 
nowadays, in a context of global sanitary crisis. 
In contrast, the pharmaceuticals, construction, and 
metals sectors forecast lower sales over the next six 
months. Regarding the two latter sectors, a lower 
volume of infrastructure investments is the reason 
behind these expectations.

•  36% of companies plan to invest in their expansion, 
39% do not intend to do so, and nearly 25% have 
not made any decision on the matter. The factors 
that could limit the expansion of businesses and 
reported the most often include the economic 
situation, fi erce competition, and the associated 
fi scal burden. 

•  Above half of the surveyed companies (54%) plan 
to focus on the domestic market, while the rest 
intend to expand into foreign markets – mostly in 
European Union countries, but Eastern destinations 
(Russia, Ukraine, Asia) are also considered. 

Chart 10: 
Future sales by sectors (as anticipated at end 2019)

Chart 11: 
Future profi tability by sectors (as anticipated at end 2019)

Chart 12: 
Factors that might limit the expansion of business 
(several answers possible)

Source: Coface Payment Survey

Source: Coface Payment Survey

Source: Coface Payment Survey
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Source: Coface Payment Survey Source: Coface Payment Survey

Source: Coface Payment Survey
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This document reflects the opinion of Coface’s Economic Research Department, as of the date 

of its preparation and based on the information available; it may be modified at any time. The 

information, analyses and opinions contained herein have been prepared on the basis of multiple 

sources considered reliable and serious; however, Coface does not guarantee the accuracy, 

completeness or reality of the data contained in this document. The information, analyses 

and opinions are provided for information purposes only and are intended to supplement the 

information otherwise available to the reader. Coface publishes this document in good faith 

and on the basis of an obligation of means (understood to be reasonable commercial means) as 

to the accuracy, completeness and reality of the data. Coface shall not be liable for any damage 

(direct or indirect) or loss of any kind suffered by the reader as a result of the reader’s use of the 

information, analyses and opinions. The reader is therefore solely responsible for the decisions 

and consequences of the decisions he or she makes on the basis of this document. This document 

and the analyses and opinions expressed herein are the exclusive property of Coface; the reader 

is authorised to consult or reproduce them for internal use only, provided that they are clearly 

marked with the name “Coface”, that this paragraph is reproduced and that the data is not altered 

or modified. Any use, extraction, reproduction for public or commercial use is prohibited without 

Coface’s prior consent. The reader is invited to refer to the legal notices on Coface’s website: 

https://www.coface.com/Home/General-informations/Legal-Notice.

GLOSSARY

PAYMENT TERM 
The time frame between 
when a customer purchases 
a product or service and 
when the payment is due.

PAYMENT DELAY
The period between 
the payment due date 
and the date the payment 
is made. 
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